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Abstract: 
 

An image of Africa in a young mind is simply the exotic adventurous land that Bibhutibhushan 

created in his “Chander Pahar” with mammoths , lions and tigers,a land where one needs  to 

penetrate into the impenetrable darkness of Amazons to get it charms and hues. Now comes the 

African “MAN”- someone with strong, stout curly hairs one will not be a very pleasant image.  

African ‘WOMAN’, here one needs time to think and respond. We definitely know that Africa is not  

just these travel talks; it is far more than one’s limit of exploration. These are the results of the grand  

narratives of making a land exotic so that one can’t think of accessing it. These sort of prevailing  

narratives lead the indigenous writers to take their pen and write out their stories. But while engaging 

in this task somehow the females are somehow marginalised. The non inscription of women in the  

forming of national identities in anti-colonial discourse often constructed on differential hierarchical 

polarizations which endanger counterproductive identities of women in African colonies, post 

independence. This exclusion privileges skewed monologues of masculine iconographies which have 

positional and political resonances in the identification of women. The empire as argued by the  

feminist critiques is always a raced project. This has resulted in the effacement of women in 

colonialism. The paper aims to look at the position of women in the African society before colonialism 

and the shift in paradigm, both in her social and personal level after the advent of the white folks. The 

paper also tries to throw light on the deliberate marginalisation of African women in the literary  

landscape till the 1960’s. 
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In the chaos and confusion of those ancient eons 

When the creator, rolled by his own discontent 

Shook his head violently and 

Destroyed, again and again his primal creation- 

Caught in the Vortex of his impatience and disapproval 

The ruthless arms of the primordial oceans 

Snatched you Africa from the breast of the primordial Earth-… 

(Rabindranath Tagore, tr. Monish R. Chatterjee 40) 

 

 

These lines are Tagore’s invocation to Africa. Tagore, here, is musing Africa as an absolute  

source of some energy and power that is to be harnessed. Something unbeatable, 

unfathomable, unchallenged, unparalleled, the creation of which has left the creator too 

amazed. That’s the picture of Africa- a land that is yet to be known, rather a kind of mirage, 

the more you seek the more it becomes unreachable. A land whose description can move 

one’s imagination, such a land definitely has a lot of heard and unheard stories. I am rather 

more interested in exploring its people and not the land. To be more precise the stories of the 

mothers, of the daughters, of the maids, of the wives, of the sisters, of the land and of its  

women are subjects of this paper. What happens to them when the (white) master comes to 

groom their men and their place? What were their stories when there was no master or  

anyone to teach them? What were their responses when suddenly they are clubbed together 

under the umbrella of “Global Sisterhood”? This paper tries to look at all these issues and 

revisit them. 
 

There is no particular starting point while re-reading women in African Literature. Let us 

start with revisiting the historical angles. Prior to colonization there exist some noted 

accounts on the blooming relationship that both African and the European states did share 

during the fifteenth century. Historical records reveal a systematic commutation of 

diplomatic counsels and there are luminous European version of booming places like ‘Bini’, ‘ 

Dahomey’, ‘Ashanti’, sharing similar managerial order and credit as fairly compared by the 

whites to that of the jurisdiction of the Pope in the Vatican. Gradually as the cotton and  

sugar plantation started developing and spreading in South America which in turn lead to 

the growing demands of human labour force that one notice an abrupt shift in the 

representation of the Africans into “savage beings” in the superfluous creative and literary  

world of the whites. 
 

The impression of a woman in the African society is not so inane, bashful and bland as those 

of the ‘Victorian Angels’ seating in the industrialised England. One can readily think of the  

angel image of women that was crafted by Coventry Patmore in the Victorian period- the 

artless in the very art. African women during the early pre-colonial period are endowed 

with stark individuality. They have always been full blown capable personas. The occidental 

forces always claimed that how it has raised the position of African women by the abolition 

of polygamy. Whereas the larger truth remain beyond the scope of vision where we find that 
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the degree of financial privilege and the ministerial power which were very much part of  

lives of the African Women remain outside the purview of the women of Victorian England. 

The “tribal” were not so native by their thoughts. 

 

Accounts of the past present in front of us the country of Nigeria, in West Africa, where 

there existed ‘Hausa Queens’ and their regime. Geographically the ‘Hausa Land’ lies 

between the River Niger and Lake Chad. Amina, the Hausa Monarch, is the most notable  

female ruler who is talked about till the date. She was the ruler of Zarrau, (presently the city 

is known as Zaria) in the north western part of Nigeria. Historical records speaks that she 

came to the throne after the death of her brother (roughly in the year 1576). She is mostly 

talked about because of her thirty four years prolonged campaigning in order to expand her 

territory. Another state named ‘ Yoruba’ located in the north of Lagos, south western part of 

Nigeria, were engaged in trades actively and also hold political positions. Referring to the 

journal article by La-Ray Denzer “YORUBA WOMEN: A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL STUDY”, 

Denzer here says , “ Women’s position in pre colonial Yoruba Society derived from their 

status as daughters in their father’s lineage…All young women and men were expected to  

marry when they reached the appropriate age- women in their twenties , men in their 

thirties.” Denzer further writes, “The Yoruba marriage did not confine women strictly to 

domestic roles but offered then new frontiers for the exercise of powers and influence in  

their communities.” (5). The women belonging to the palace were bestowed some honorary  

titles by which they were addressed. Sources do reveal that the mother of the king was 

known as ‘ Iya –Ober’, the crown prince’s mother was called ‘Iya Legabon’, the woman  

entrusted with the task to look after the royal treasury was given the name ‘Iya Lere’,  

guardian of royal graves and who serve as the medium through which the royal spirits  

travel was called ‘Iya Mod’. Women of the Igbo community have their respective social and 

political roles. Women have their chosen council called ‘Illogo’ and the women leader  

representing this council was called ‘Omu’. The wives of the lineage were called ‘Inyemedi’ 

and the daughters of the lineage were known as ‘Unwada’. These were the various women  

groups working together addressing women issues. The ‘ Inyemedi’ systematically sets to  

talk about women issues in an organised forum- “Mikiri”. During discussion sessions 

women used to open up with their personal and social problems and how to deal with them. 

The Igbo has an eye catching political system with both male and female representatives.  

Every male official is assisted by a woman figure, known as ‘mother’ who supervised the  

former’s work. “Obi” was a group of males whereas the ‘omu’ represent the group of  

women. Omu is the market queen, she is married to none nor bear children. Her sole duty is 

to look after her country men. A representative body was formed by women selected from  

each quarter of the village or town, the basis of their accomplishment. This body was called- 

‘Ikporoami’ . Marriage was considered as an essential marker of adulthood. Girls attaining 

eligible ages for marriage form their own groups to celebrate their attainment of marriage 
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ge. The ‘Omu’ the owner of different titles, nurture the wish for attaining titles among  

women. Spirit cult ship was also another means of achieving respect from the society. 
 

In spite of civic and financial independence, African women suffered a setback and were not 

given equal treatment. There were number of taboos and rituals which were responsible for 

denigrating the status of the women in that country. Women have long puberty rites, in 

certain parts of the nation; women had to bend down before their husband for serving them, 

and there was the practice of ‘clitoridectomy’, making women sexually inferior. Adding to  

all these, polygamy prevail, amounting to psychological distress of the African women. 

Though these dark customs were recurrent but still the women upheld themselves and got  

engaged in various social and political activities. But the scenario became more tumultuous  

with the advent of British colonialism, as the women lost their economic rights. They were 

not allowed to indulge in business activities as they used to do earlier and were forced to  

stick to the inner chambers of the household. These brutal forces operating at every level of 

the society did not curb the spirit of the African women down. Aba Riot, was an eye opening 

episode in the history of Nigeria. The Women’s War or Aba Riots of 1929 was a protest on  

the part of thousands of Igbo women from the district of Bende and other places in the 

Eastern Nigeria, they travelled to Oloko, to express their grievances against the government 

officials and warrant chiefs, accused of reducing and restricting the women role in the 

government. The revolteers strategically address the issue of socio-political-economic 

oppression that was vehemently practiced against women of Nigeria. Six ethnic group of the 

country took part in the revolt ( Ibibio, Andoni, Igbo, Ogani, Efik, Ljaw). 
 

More the British system of administration penetrated deeply into the social framework of 

Africa, more and more the women of the nation fall under the chokehold of the Victorian  

principles regarding women’s way of living and character development. Every level the  

male monarchs were recognised by the British officials whereas the female were pushed 

from their central position. The female ruler, “omu” lost her role and position, her power,  

her titles, her clients with the onset of the new regime and new religion that came to  

strengthen the hands of regime. Foreign drugs and clinics captures the market of Africa and 

‘Omu’ lost her place as the mother of her people. All that sacrifices and rituals that she  

performed with her cabinet were of no value now. Even her right to give titles slipped into  

the hand of the church and the new title ‘Mrs’ was now consider to be more worthy and  

prestigious. The government took hold of the women ‘self-help’ custom and group, the 

women now lost their ultimate instrument of protest against men by singing song of 

ridicule, chanting and dancing. Colonialism segregated the society on the basis of class and 

sex. The new religion portrayed man as protector, survivor, rescuer and comfort giver thus  

making women as the sole seeker of that rescue and comfort. Earlier, as talked in the above 

sections of this paper, African woman has the right to have share in their father’s property  

and also she can claim her part in her husband’s wealth too. But the new marriage laws  

denied women of any such access thus making her all the more vulnerable. 
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In the post-colonial times, the African women had to deal with a new conflict, resulted from 

the merging up of the country and the city life. The lives of the native women thoroughly 

started facing shocks as more the city culture and lifestyles took leading steps directly 

crossing their threshold and entering their hearts of huts. The earlier probity that was  

somehow present in the sexual relationships seemed to be lacking as more the two polar  

opposites lives get connected. With the spread of education women also started preferring 

the new monogamous marriage norms. They were in a very clumsy condition with their  

steps lingering to and fro, and heart full of conflict of whether to cross the boundary of the  

house and to try the new world or to remain in the inner space protecting their cultural 

heritage and family values. 
 

Falling under the glow of master representations many male writers, of the colonial Africa 

started to picture women as receptive and dim which created a strong resentment among 

the writers of the ‘Eve’s Club’ and they ventured forth to represent the ‘manliness’ of the so  

called ‘unmanly’ section of the society. Thus from the pen of many female writers African  

women emerges out as a self-assured personas. Their writings flowed out the themes of 

social, political, economic and sexual marginalisation of women. They boldly challenge 

those foundations responsible for such discrimination and depreciation. Men were the first 

to access the blessings of education and they were normally the one who held their pen first 

to sketch women in quintessential manner. Women always signify that impregnable and 

unassailable Africa that these recently educated sophisticated men wanted to get rid of.  

Senegalese poet, politician and cultural theorist, Leopold Senghor in his works talking about 

Negritude, evokes the picture of feminine Africa, calling the nation as Mother thus 

endeavours to give a calm and composed outlook to the feminine consciousness. Miriam  

Tlali, the first black South-African woman to publish a novel in English language “Between  

Two Worlds”, says in response to Senghor’s treatment of Africa as a female figure that it is a 

problem when men want to call us mother and put us on an altar because then they want us 

to stay there forever without asking our opinions and unhappy if one want to come down as 

an equal being. The picture of women in African literature gradually changes as time passes. 

In the early colonial days it was the traditional woman covering the literary landscape. Then 

in the colonial times there is a transition finally culminating to her slow but steady 

transformation in the post-colonial days. 
 

When the sweeping currents of women liberation movement passes across the world, at that 

time the image of the African Women so long presented and portrayed in the literary 

panorama also claimed to be revalue and re-examined. Her role in the traditional indigenous 

land, the conflict between the new and the old customs and religion, modern medicines  

versus traditional remedies, all are taken into account to see how crucial her role can be in  

the worldwide womens’ liberation movement. Experiences of an African women and the 

geo-social condition that she is a part of put forward questions thus challenging the myth of 

“global sisterhood”. This clubbing of women experiences overlooking the boundaries of 
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class and race invites strong discussions at international levels. The post- structuralist 

theorist who are searching for the identity of the woman, trying to analyse how gender and 

power relations within society replicate the ‘his-story’ written by man and brings on a 

refashioning of terms from the woman’s vantage point of ‘her-story’. The western feminist 

academia is design in a manner as if favouring the women of colour by rescuing them (in 

Spivak’s terms ‘white man saving brown women from brown men’) gives an opportunity of 

the raising of quite a few eyebrows among the helpless African scenario which pathetically 

renders the historical injustice of her white ‘sisters’ responsible for looting and lynching and 

raping her world. She seems to give a loud cry for castigating her man from the cushions of  

a world that she has built with profuse pain and labour. She questions that why should 

these newfound sisters come between her and her man. Her sisters won’t come down to her 

hut to cook and to change diapers then how the both can be on the same foot plains. If Africa 

is to be free from impostures then this is also something that the African women needs to be 

freed off. 
 

Taking cue from an epic poem that has drawn the attention of readers across nations and 

has also serve as a cultural icon of Africa, Song of Lawino, written by Ugandan poet Okot p’ 

Bitek. The poem was first published in the year 1966 and suits the taste of translators in 

many languages. The poem focuses on the shattered Africa struggling to raise from her  

plight due to colonization. The poem is narrative by nature. The poem describes the heart  

ache of Lawino who is shattered by the action and behaviour of her husband Ocol. Ocol has 

married a girl, brought up by western culture and education. Lawino accepts the marriage  

between Ocol and Clementine but she is unable to accept the fact that Ocol is simply 

favouring to cling to Clementine because of her western lifestyle and culture. Ocol is 

ignoring his own native traditions, customs and community including Lawino. Lawino is  

affected mostly by the forceful attempt on the part of Ocol to become ‘black skin, white  

mask’. Lawino here idealizes everything that is ‘black’, black beauty and black culture.  

Lawino’s heart melting voice rung through the mountains down the valleys, her sisters too  

have changed like Ocol due to the introduction of the new city life. Ocol is physically 

present but mentally absent. He has lost his heads in the forest of books. She laments: 
 

Husband now you despise me 

Now you treat me with spite 

And say I have inherited the stupidity of my aunt….You insult me… (23). 

 

But Ocol don’t return, things that meant so much to him earlier are now things that are 

holding him back from his progressive days. In a miserable plight Lawino makes an appeal 

to her kinsmen and relatives: 

Acol is no longer in love with me 

He is in love with a modern girl 

The name of this modern girl Clementina 
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Brother, when you see Clementina the beautiful aspires 

To look like a white woman (23). 

Lawino feels disgusted about the foreign culture and hates Clementina for her sassiness. She 

feels aghast that how can Clementina dare so far to steal Ocol from her, she attacks 

Clemtina: 

Her lips are red hot 

Like glowing Charcoal 

She resembles the wild cat 

That has dipped its mouth in blood…(23). 

 
Novels like Son of Women, postcolonial crime fiction by Charles Mangua, first published in  

1971. Mangua here creates a character that is returning to a homeland using the assets  

available to him to start a new life, in a country running through an identity crisis. Another  

Kenyan novelist and short story writer Leonard Kibera in his work Voices in the Dark uses 

glooming farces to question the shocking amnesia that left the soldiers of the Mau Mau 

rebellion unacknowledged and made them to die starving along the roadside. His another  

work The Abandoned Hut also speaks of such disruptive elements. The Middle Door a novel 

published in 1972, features two women of African origin but different in their taste and 

culture. One is Angelina, a sophisticated executive with a well paid job and a cosy lifestyle.  

She has received western education and has got married to a well to do family both her 

marriage and education has improved her social position as compare to her rural sisters and 

she has been placed into a better status and condition. In a course of her journey, Angelina  

accidently come across Achieng. Both the women have to share the same compartment with 

one another. As a result Angelina feels insulted that how she belonging to the upper level of 

the social hierarchy can travel with this native uneducated woman. She in a state of frenzy 

calls the ticket checker to change the compartment. Though deep down She feels guilty for  

her behaviour, Achieng seems to accuse Angelina silently, 

Do you know who I am; you rich woman? 

Where were you when we nursed the wounded men? 

During the struggle for independence…..now you are proud because 

You are educated… (23). 

 

Angelina’s lack of insight regarding the unique role and contributions of the Kenyan women 

is very much shocking to Aching. The African woman who has received education now runs 

through a quandary state. Her receiving of western culture has drifted her apart from her  

rural sisters. Yet the black man watches her with awe and admiration. 

 
After discussing the position of African women in traditional Africa and the crisis that she 

face with the onset of colonialism as well as her position in neo-colonial period. Let us take a 

quick look at Achebe and Akachi Adimora’s debate on Things Fall Apart, which is regarded 

to be one of the classic of African literature. Things Fall Apart as we all know is the “HIS- 
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STORY” of OKonkwo and the crisis he and his community face with the arrival of the white 

robes, the harbinger of new faith. But if one reread Things Fall Apart from the critical 

perspective of genders one will definitely notice that the text has marginalized as well as  

sometimes spiritualise women. The Earth Goddess is one such example. We come across a  

community where torturing as well as worshipping of women is prevalent. Okonkwo is a 

hyper-masculine character. He hates anything that is too womanly by nature. Yet when he is 

in disgrace or sorrow he has to return to his mother’s place. That’s the custom of his 

community. He wishes that perhaps his daughter Ezinma could have been son as she has a  

more manly personality. He fears his son to be more of a woman. Ezinma having a prism 

like personality stands much in contradiction to that of of any normal igbo girl. She never 

steps back challenging and opposing her father in many of his decisions and in turn wins  

her father admiration. Thus the novel follows a two -fold path of both celebrating as well as 

deploring women. Achebe has been criticised by Adimora Ezeigbo for marginalising “HER- 

STORY” in this text. Akachi Adimora a noted feminist writer and speaker from Nigerian  

Literature have put forth the concept of “Daughternomy” in most of her works. 

“Daughteronomy” is a newly coined word that is mostly like a quibble. The expression 

ambiguously refers to the Christian ideology of “Deuteronomy”- a biblical notion of “second 

law”. Thus by proclaiming ‘Daughteronomy’ Adimora Ezeigbo is trying to set up norms of  

patriarchy by welcoming something opposing set up structures of Patriarchy. The writer 

placed on the lips of her female characters the rule of new salvation. 

All her major works, including her famous trilogy which she started writing in 1996 and gets 

completed with the publication of the final part of the series in 2002, deals with the women 

issues and counter narratives. The first of the trilogy, The Last of the Strong Ones (1996), She 

stood as the backbone of the wave opposing and critiquing the implantation of brutal and 

onerous forces in much of the writing belonging to the post-colonial period. She engages in a 

two-fold strategy of reconstructing womanism and deconstructing ‘man-ism’. Ezeigbo here 

presents that how women was the core of entire Umuga existence before the arrival of the  

white man. The four daughters- Ezimnaka, Oneyekaozoru, Chieme, Chibuka, through their  

activities became part of the ‘Obuoo’- which was earlier exclusively a right granted to the 

males of the community. The next comes, The House of Symbols (2001) and then comes the 

final ones, Children of the Eagle. All three works portrays female protagonist belonging to 

different generations but sharing same family line trying to dismantle and defunct 

patriarchy in their own ways. The story presents the battle of ‘second sex’ trying to d is- 

rapture the conventional norms and traditions. Ezeigbo engages in playing with language to 

express the mind of women in a personal and an intimate manner. To say in a different way, 

She presented the ‘She- story’ in the three successive time line- pre-colonial, colonial and 

post-colonial Africa. 

There is a gradual shift in the writing of Achebe. There is a transition from hyper-masculine 

figures to gender equal perspective. Achebe evolves by perceiving the entire project of 
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nation and nationhood from a gender balanced view point in his famous work Anthills of 

Savannah. The novel in its post-colonial setting shares similarity with one of Achebe’s earlier 

work A man of the People. The story revolves round a backward state of Kangan and three 

friends who have received western education and are occupying three different cardinal 

socio-political positions as a result there friendly ties has somehow faced a blow. Sam, Chris 

Oriko, Ikem Osodi- are the three main characters. But among these three prominent and 

influential male protagonists one can’t ignore the presence of Beatrice, girlfriend of Chiris  

Oriko. Baeatrice is the nodal point connecting all the three heroes- Beatrice works as an 

administrator for a local self government unit under Sam and shares friendly bonding with  

Ikem since her infanthood days. She challenges the jingoistic attitudes of the males, when 

she says in the novel that every woman want a man to complete her is a piece of male 

chauvinism bullshit that she had completely rejected before. Thus Achebe presents vision of 

new woman roles through the character of Beatrice. The new women are all capable by 

themselves thereby not depending on anyone to explain their identity further. The 

expansion of their characters, their articulation, their securing of their positions are shaped 

and nurtured by them only. Celebrated writer Ngugi Thiongo’s works have overflowing 

images of women in both their domestic as well as social roles. The same woman who is  

serving as a mother, a daughter, a wife can put off her veil sometimes and talk about  

resistance. Thiongo, in his Weep Not, Child presented that silence can also be an effective tool 

to bring about revolution. In the novel Thiongo brings out education as an important  

instrument for causing social change. The Grain of Wheat Thiongo brings out the integral 

connection between African women and the land. The novel is set on the backdrop of Mau 

Mau rebellion which both the women and the men fought to get rid of the colonial rule.  

Thiongo appreciates these women and their sacrifices, who have served to as the backbone 

of the movement. 
 

Empire has always been a raced project as a result there is a systematic effacement of  

women from the studies of colonialism. Colonialism is always treated as a masculine 

adventure. The colonial dominance is extended to the landscape and women (both their own 

as well as native). A woman is always doubly colonised- by patriarchy and colonialism. The 

women of east/colony experience colonialism differently from men. Even the European 

women have different opinions and views regarding colonialism than that of a colonial man. 

Many European women saw the colony as a possible site of their emancipation. They fought 

their gendered battle seeing colony as the possible site for their activities. They built 

connections with native women, often excluding men (both native and European) from this 

“sisterhood”. When Spivak reads canonical women’s work such as Charlotte Bronte’s Jane 

Eyre (1847), she shows how an” imperialist axiomatic” determines the heroine’s move from  

a “counter family” to a “legal family”. Spivak’s criticism of the novel locates the 

development of Jane’s individualism as aligned with imperialism. Thus, the woman- 

consciousness and attempted independence in the novel, which the feminist critic has seen 
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as a major achievement, cannot be studied in isolation from the colonial –imperial context 

that allows the white woman to be individualist but consigns women like Bartha Mason (a  

Jamaican Creole) to the background as “mad”. Spivak notes how Mason is portrayed as an  

animal, in sharp contrast to Jane. In this portrayal of Mason, Spivak detects the imperialist 

axiomatic: the rational- human white and the animal Jamaican Other. Thus, there lies the 

crux of my paper where I tried to study the formation of nation and nationhood with  

women roles as well as the colonized and black African women crisis with the onset of 

colonialism and the recent trends of global feminism. According to Bell Hooks every 

womanist movement in America from its’ earliest origin to its present days has been built on 

racist foundation. Black feminist like Elizabeth Spellman are of the view that the reality of  

the black woman’s burden which comprises of dealing with sexism and racism, is not  

merely additive. In other words, the struggle for gender equality is not one to be merely 

added up with the challenges of racism which equally confronts the black woman. Latent  

form of racism has ensured that there is still a widening gulf between the black and the 

white females. Spellman seems to be saying that though the black woman is united in plight 

with her white counterpart on gender issues, the latter remains a foe on racial grounds. And 

if gender discrimination is not restricted to white men alone, it follows that the black men,  

though united in his racial plight with the black woman, becomes a foe on gender grounds. 
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